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The truth shall not live quietly.
March 15, 1993 Volume 1 Issue 17

Portsmouth, Ohio
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Ad n11n1strat1on
By Bill Holmes
UC News Editor

Shawnee State University athletesDawnSayre and Tiffany Gorby
received a one year suspension from
athletic participation for dressing
up with black make-up on their
faces, black leotards, and jerseys of
the Central State Marauder's, who
have a predominately AfricanAmerican student body. Sayre is a
memberofthe women's basketball
team and Gorby is a member of
SSU's softball team.
Paul Crabtree, Vice-President
of Student Affairs, told the
Chronicle that the suspension was
released after he consulted the Athletic Department, the University

ssu

community, and members ofthe local
community, whichincludedmembers
of the NAACP (National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People). Membersofthe NAACP who
were consulted were Eugene Collins,
Reverend Johnson, and Orville Ferguson II, member of the Board of
Trustees.
Crabtree said, ''The suspension
was indefinite until we reviewed the
case." Crabtree added that after he
consulted with all groups involved, no
one wanted the students expelled from
the institution. Crabtree said, "No
group requested suspension ofthe athletes."
Crabtree decided on the disciplin-

onicle
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o·1sc1p
· 1·1nary A ct·10n for SSU Athletes
ary steps for Sayre and Gorby.

The twowomenwillhavetowrite
and give a public apology to the
men's and women's basketball
teams, the University community,
and the general public. Furthermore, they will serve in community service programs and attend
cultural and ethnic diversity
classes, which have become compulsory for members of the athletic programs. The classes will
be created and designed by Matt
Matthews, Director of Student
Support Services, and Jim Arnzen, Director of the Athletic Department. The two will be suspended from athletic probation

for one year.
Dennis Valentine, Vice-President ofStudent Senate, stated during their Wednesday 3 meeting of
the Student Senate, "I think the
women didn't mean tohurtanyone's
feelings. I think that they just went
a little to far." As a whole the
Senate agreed that the incident was
not meant to hurt African-Americans, but the lack of proper judgement and foresight
However, not all individuals
subscribe to that point ofview. Jason
Kozee, an EMT-P student ofthe College of Allied Health said, "I think
that they were blatantly disrespectful and uncaring to a group ofpeople

who were innocent.
They [African-Americans] were
freed .by the Emancipation Proclamation in 1863, or supposed to have
been." He added, "Furthermore, with
the recent events in South Central
L.A. with the Rodney King beating
and our own community's crisis with
the Johnson trial, with this knowledge how could they [Sayre and
Gorby] not know that they were persecuting these fellow students, regardless of the instirution they attend. Not only does this reflect poorly
on themselves, but on their community, their upbringing, and our athletes."
See related commentary on
page 3.

Endorses Bea.ut:ifica.t:ion Project:

Professor Named Or2anizational Co-Director

By Bill Holmes
UC News Editor
In 1990, Former President

George Bush spoke about the
·'Americathe Beautiful'' campaign.
Now, it is coming to Scioto County
through the American Free Tree
Program (AFTP). The program is
sponsored by private donations
which are used to purchase trees.
The trees are then given to organizations as well as to the public in
planned distribution sites to be
planted in the area. Currently, the
program still seeks private donations.

The Scioto [County] Free Tree
Program (SFTP) still needs to raise
$3,000 by the end of March through
private contributioos. The goal of the
SFTP is 500,000 trees planted in Sciru>
County by April of the year 200 I. Accordingtothe SFTP, "Ohio's TreeSoorce
is a call to actioo to every individual to
improve their local environment while
cootributing positively to solving the
global warming problem.''
Dr. Stylianos Hadjiyannis, Associate Professor of Political Science, has
been named organizational Co-Director of the SFTP. Hadjiyannis, along

with his political science courses,
teachesStateoftheWorld(GOVT
40 I), where he incorporates how
societies can achieve sustainable
development and express concerns
on how mankind can co-exist with
the environment without destroying it.
Hadjiyannis wants to see SSU
and the community aid the beautification of Scioto County. Even
small donations can purchase large
numbers oftrec:s to plant throughout Scioto County.
Hadjiannis said, "I envision it

as SSU's gift to the community."
He added, "Even one dollar can
buy ten trees.'' A pine tree from one
·of Ohio's nurseries only cost nine
cents basedoncurrentmarketprice.
Donations are tax deductible,
thanks to the Portsmouth Area Beautification project. At theerdofMarch,
Marilyn Nibert, Administrative Assistant to the Provost, will acceix any
donatioos in the form cash or checks
in the Provost's office. Any don;l.tion
of $100 or more will get the
individual's, association's, or
business'snameoothe back the planting instructions that are given with
the donated trees.

The program has been endorsed
by SSU President Clive Veri and the
Mayor of Portsmouth Franklin T.
Gerlach. Gerlach said aoout the program, "From this obvious initial benefit of beautificatioo for our community, to the education of our young
people on important environmental issues, to the positive impact such a
program will have oo future generations,thisirojectiswonhyofeveryooe's
support.''

F~nnore, Hadjiyannis as parr
the program, wants those organizations such as schools and churches to
give mini-lectures to help raise the
Continued See Trees
page 11

The University Chronicle's First Editor Resigns

COMMENTARY-------------

By Donna Kerecz
UC Editor-in-Chief
The last few weeks, knowing I

was going to resign my position as
Editor, have given me time to reflect
on my affiliation with Shawnee
State's student-run newspaper.
It was three years ago that I first
started to write for the Open .Air.
Soon, I came to love writing for the
paper. I loved the excitement the
deadlines and I love seeingmy name
in print along with knowing I was
helping to contribute to our students
First Amendment rights.
Last spring an election was held
fo- a new fall editor. I originally did

not want the position but decided to
nm for Editor because no one else was
willing to and I did not want the paper
to close. At that time, I foolishly
thought I had learned all I needed to
know about the time and effort required to put out the paper each week.
Boy was I naive!
Since becoming Editor in the Fall
of 1992, I have worked a minimum of
60 hours a weektoasmuchas 90 hours
a week just on the newspaper. I have
been ill(iuring this time perjod and the
stress has taken its toll on me. Please
don't misW1derstand---I love this paperandlhave learnedmoreduringmy
time
than I ~ve. from
all my
.. as EditQr
"
"

-~

.

classes combined. When deciding to accept the position as Editor
I felt changes had to be made. We
needed to change the name to
better suit SSU's new role as a
state university. I also felt the
content of the paper itself needed
to be chang~ It is our job as the
student newspaper to make our
students think as well as act as the
student's watchdog on administration and faculty.
I know my style has not been
what some students would choose
for their university paper. I have
been radical and that was intentional. I was trying to take this

paper from one extreme to another
because I felt there needed to be a
shake up in its style and handling. I
wanted students to question and
know that they had the right to
question not only the newspaper
itself, but also the administration. I
wanted students to know they had a
right to demand an answer through
the Freedom of Information Act of
any body on this campus. I wanted
a new respect for this paper. That
respect has been achieved not as
much with our own campus as with
otheruniversity campuses. We have
received much praise from many
univC!s]~! ~uch_ l~~~r. ~ -o~-

selves that have journalism programs
along with much praise from journalism teachers and writers. Now, it's
time to work on more respect from
within---it's time for a change and I
think your new editor, Kevin Zornes,
is the perfect person to achieve that
respect.
It has been a pleasure to serve
SSU' s student's as Editor. I oope all of
you will beccme Il1Cl'e involved with
YOUR student-nn newspaper. And
remember ifyoudoo't like something,
wcxk to change it, if you do think
saneone is doing a good job, it's alwaysgood to have a pat on the back too.
See related article on page 3.
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SSU Library Staff Complemented

cided it would be better for me to use
The Shawnee State Library Staff the resources provided by the public
must be complemented for their library. I did make mention of this to
prompt, viable assistance and my English tutor, who disagreed
undeterred guidance ofwe, the stu- emphatically and, with much spirit,
dents of higher education. While openly defended the positive funcmaking preparations to register for tions of the S.S.U. Library. She took
this University, I was informed that me to the library after tutoring and
the Library had insufficient source gave me a formal introduction to the
materials to meet the needs of the layout. She showed me everything
student body. •'I guess you can't from top to bottom, and pointed out
always get what you want." I de- places that had brought her satisfac-

To the Editor,
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tion; giving answers to contemporary questions, that I would come
across inmy(Rferred choiceofstudy.
With this d ~ intro, my thinking
was changed to •'You can get whal
you want" at the S.S.U. Library.
I guess first impressions are lasting, but the continuing assistance and
guidance of the Library Staff is
complementary and descriptive ofthe
fact "you can get what you need."
And if they don't have what you

" j...

.

need, they koow how to find it.
Their professionalism is to be congratulated, but perhaps more than
words are required or mandatory.
Maybe this effort should be coosidered in the next school budget meeting. Theschoolsenatorsmaybe interested, if for the experience only, to
check the matter out. Finally, I must
say that the S.S.U. Library has "satisfaction guaranteed.''
J. Douglas Miller

Senate President speaks out on OSA

To the Editor,
Mr. Klapp, you are right in your
assumption that the proposed Ohio
Student Association (OSA) budget
restructuring will increase student
generalfeesby$1.00peryear. However, this can only happen if a campus referendwn is passed by the
student body requesting that one
dollar of their general fee go to the
Ohio Student Association.
IwasinterviewedbyD.M. Stuart
concerning the proposed OSA budget restructuring. However, at the
time of the ir.terview, we (OSA)

were considering allocating funds
from the student's general fee budget. If this method was used, the
general fee budget would decrease
by approximately $2,500-$3,000.
This is calculated by subtracting one
dollar per every FfE student from
the general fee budget. This would
result in money that could not be
used by Shawnee State Students.
After D.M. Stuart wrote the article, OSA further evaluated the proposed budget restructuring and concluded that it would be better if each
a referendwn
campus would

asking for a one dollar increase in
general fund. If this would happen,
each campus could retain their original general fund money; therefore,
there would be no decrease in general fund accounts.
Thisreferendwnisaformal way
of asking for a dollar from each
student and helps student governments in collecting the one dollar.
We (student senate) could stand in
the University Center with a bucket
and ask each student who came by
to give a dollar to go to OSA. This
is not very feasible and this is the

reason for referendwn to make collection of the one dollar easier and
getting the money to OSA. I hope
you understand what OSA and the
student senate are trying to do. This
is not an easy concept to explain in
a Letter to the Editor.
If you would like more information about OSA fee restructuring,
contact myself, Dennis Valentine or
Bill Dillon. Weare Shawnee State's
representatives to OSA. Our phone
mnnber is 355-2320 or Ext. 320.

To the Editor,
This concerns a letter from Mr.
Klapp in the last issue ofthe Chronicle.
You see it's quite simple. The fees for

OSA would be raised from fees, but
would not result in raised fees. As you
can plainly see this is the only feasible
way to raise the fees for OSA. How-

ever, this plan has been scraped by
OSA anyway so it doesn't really matter anymore. The new plan to raise
fees for OSA will raise fees by raising

fees. Ahh, such a simple plan. Most
likely it could be wxierstood by even
a complete idiot. So pay up Richard!

Dave Jenkins
Student Senate President

Writer· explains the OSA

D.M. Stuart

Perfect answer to problem of naming sports problems

To the Editor,

I have the perfect answer to the
thorny problem of naming our gen-

der-specificsportstearns. Whynotuse
the one criterion which is legally binding in cases of suspected sexual-iden-

titydeceptioninsports?Thiswasused
to definitively establish the sex of
suspect East-Bloc "female'' athletes.

We can call them the XX Bears
and XY Bears.
Phillip Gearheart

Apology Made By Suspended Students
To the Editor,
To the Shawnee State and Portsmouth area communities,
We are writing this lettertoq,enly
apologize for our actions on February
23. Although we realiz.e that people
were offended, that certainly was not

our intent We were simply trying to
showsupportandspiritforourwomen's
basketball team as they prepared for
their championship game against Central State. Our lack ofjudgement hurt
manypeople,andweare very sorry for
our lack of sensitivity for others.

We awreciate the understanding
oftho6epresentinthe gymthatevening.
They are our frienm,and the last thing
we would want to do is hurt them. We
are not racist, and we hope they do not
view us a such.
The administration was very

DidYou KnOw????

--About 6 out of 10 adults drink
alcoholic beverages. Of these, about I
out of 10 is an alcoholic.
--Young people may be even more
susceptible to alcoholism than adults
because the~ bodies are still growing.
--When a person drinks alcohol it
rapidly enters the bloodstream (no digestion needed) and circulates to all
parts of the body within a few minutes.
Absorption is slowed by food in the
stomach. The main effect is on the brain
where control centers are "knocked out"
•resultingin inioxication. The liver bums

up the alcohol in I average drink ( 12
ozs. beer, 5 ozs. of wine I 1/2 ozs. of80
proof liquor) in about I hour.
--Liver damage, especially cinhosis (scarring of the liver); also alcoholic
hepatitis, cancer of the liver is a long
tenn effeet~f alcoholism.
--Ulcers and gastritis, due to irritation of the stomach lining by alcohol is
one long-tenn effect of alcoholism.
--A long-tenn effect of alcoholism
is brain damage, possibly leading to
psychosis.
--Another long-tenn effect of aico-

holism is damage to a developing fetus if the mother
drinks while pregnant.
--Alcoholics are subject
to blackouts, when they can't
remember what happened
while drinking--at first rare,
then more frequent.
--Alcoholism is a treatable illness.
--Call Scioto County
Counseling Center if you
needhelpat354-6685-13l l
Second Street.

straight forward and honest with us in
the handling the situation, and we have
learned a lesson that we will never
fcrget. We hope everyone will find a
way to forgive our actions.
Dawn Sayre
1iffany Gorby
M;Jter,ns

ll/er111't 40
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Editors Respond To Racisr:n At SSU

AccordingtotheApplicant Report For Fall I 992, Shawnee
State's total enrollment approached 3200 students. Of that
number, 150 were members of a minority status. This
included 21 Native Americans, 14 Asian or Pacific Islanders,
107 African-Americans, and 8 Hispanics.
With this lack ofdiversity, the University Chronicle feels
that it is even more important students of various cultural
backgrounds become educated in the rich and valuable
heritage of their fellow humans beings.

While most acts of racism are committed under the guise of
jokes or "school spirit," this is still racism. Subtle forms of
racism, while not judged harshly by society, are in many ways
more damaging to the targeted group,
The proposed remedy to this problem is the "Cultural and
Ethnic Training" program now being installed at SSU. Although aimed at the sports department, this program should be
part of the General Core Course.
· It is important to note that twelve percent of the full-time

End

faculty here at SSU were born outside the United States. A
similar program should be designed for the faculty, staff and
administration.
The recent incident ofracism committed by Dawn Sayre
and Tiffany Gorby has caused the developm~t of the aforementioned program. The Chronicle wonders why it took a
malicious incident to prompt such a needed program. A
program like this could have prevented the incident in the first
place.

Erca ·

Chan2in2 of the Guard Brin2s Pardon To Former Editor
By .Tay Arr Henderson
UC Assistant Editor
Tuesday was a sad day at the Chronicle. Donna Kerecz,

our beloved editor, has decided that she can no longer juggle
the demands offamily, career, education, a relationship and
the newspaper, due to illness and her pending marriage
(excuse the redundancy). "Something had to go," she told
this reporter. This reporter's suggestions were not heeded
and the relationship remains intact. Miss Kerecz has
chosen to give up her post as Editor of the Chronicle where
she served so ably.
Amid the weeping and the wailing, there was much talk
of the marriage into which Ms. Kerecz' relationship with
Bill Holmes, mild-mannered reporter for this great metropolitan newspaper, is expected to degenerate. Ms. Kerecz
hopes to have a traditional Cherokee ceremony while Mr.
Holmes desires a Christian wedding. He would like Donna

to carry roses.
Donna told Mr. Holmes what to do with his roses.
Mr . Holmes considered this option and stated his opinion
that the blooms would tickle, but the thorns were another
matter entirely. He then accused Ms. Kerecz of wanting to
commit floral sex. "But that's okay," he continued, "Because I love your tulips. Tulips? Two lips? Get it? HA-haha!"
Mr. Holmes is recovering nicely and should be able to return
to work soon.
In other news, young Martin Poston was elected Business
Manager, since he has dooe a fine job of straightening out the
accOW1ting mess left by the disappearance of several important
documents (including the book which would have told him what
a£b we are supposed to be running) some months ago.
Mr. Holmes was elected Summer Editor. The suggestion
that he take office immediately so the weather would warm

up was rejected.
Mr. Kevin Zornes was elected Editor in a close race of
8-0, butthe loser is demanding a recount. He is also charging
Mr. Zornes with unfair political practices, including' 'overcompetence" and "excessive cuteness."
The loser who is demanding the recount is reputed to
have said, "I guess I just wasted all thattime I spent kissing
hands and shaking babies.''
Shortly after the election, Mr. Zcmes i:re,ented the soon to be
Ms. Holmes withanEditaial Pardon, absolvingherfrcm JX'a.tlCUtion foc any crimes committed while in office. After the ~ony,
Mr. Ford--Excuse me, MR ZORNES-said, "There was absolutelyno political "deal" between myselfand Ms. Nixon-I mean
Kerecz.''
OneadministratorwasaskedforhisreactiontothenewsofMs.
Kerecz' retirement from the paper. "Wwwhhhheeeeewwww!"
he replied.

The AFA was asking for signatures for a petition to the
boards of directors of the entertainment industry. Their goal is
one million signatures and they already have 803,616 signatures
now.
I see this as a direct attack on the First Amendment. Here is
Dr. Donald E. Wildmon and the AFA tricking the people of the
United States of America into thinking that they are doing
something for the good of America, when in reality they are
working at undermining one of the m~t important rights of
citizens of the U.S.

The First Amendment protects the rights of people so that
they can say and do what they want to in movies, TV, and
records. What Dr. Wildmon and the AFA don't realize is that
the First Amendment also is what protects their right to say
what they want to say and if what they are doing affects the
First Amendment, it may affect them also.
I just want all of you to remember that the last time a group
ofpeople started making these kinds ofaccusations and gained
support for their cause, the whole country ended up shouting
out, "HEIL HITLER!!!

I was a fat baby, a fat child, a fat teenager, and now, a fat
adult. I have been on every diet imaginable. High protein, no
.carbohydrates, high carbohydrates, whatever came along.
I've been on every clinical diet and drank the shakes that taste
like pureed cement.
.
Let's not forget the exercise spas! I have been beaten and
shaken by every device known to man. I have forked over
precious bucks to long-nailed, thin models who tell me all
about losing weight. My weight has been up and down for
years.
Well folks, I am gradually learning how NOT to diet.
Instead, I am having to research and learn how to eat right to
live. I am learning so much I get to enjoy watching myself get
thinner.
So, what about all of you folks? Do you agree that we need
a support group for compulsiveovereaters on campus? I am sure
that many of you have some horror stories that have happened
because of your weight problems.
Also, many ofyou have lost weight and kept it off. We would
love to hear about your stories!

I am deeply concerned about compulsive overeaters and
the ostrasization they have experienced. We desperately need
a support group on campus (perhaps another branch of
Overeaters Anonymous like at the Campus Ministry). We
welcome any comments you would like to share. Write to me
at Massie 411.
Until we meet ag~in, keep talking S.S. U. !

Outraged! SoAreWe

By Philip Thieken
UC Entertainment Editor

Back on Sunday, the 28th ofFebruary, I was reading the
Portsmouth Daily Times when I saw something that frightened me.
"WE ARE OUTRAGED!" jumped out at me from the
page. "Shame on movies, records and TV!" it said.
The American Family Association had taken a full page
ad stating how they feel that there are so many teen pregnancies and that the majority of them are out of wedlock and that
movies, TV, and records are the cause ofit all.

Are VVe VVhat VVe Eat?
Willard Elton Ford
UC StaffWriter

.
Welcome again, faithful readers! I appreciate all the
letters received last week. I am so glad you are reading my
. column and enjoying it.
This week, I would like to address an area i!;!_humans that
affects millions: over-eating and over-weightiness. I do not
claim to be an expert at hardly anything; however, dieting is
my forte.

L
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The great end
of life is not
knowledge but
action.
--Thomas Henry Huxley
<
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Reincarnation Can Be Gross

By Dennis Day

UC StaffWriter

Does reincarnation exist? Think
about it for awhile. Ofcourse, no one
really knows, but it's generally accepted in our culture that humans are
not ~eincarnated upon death. This
belief in reincarnation is widely held
(at least that's what I was taught in
3rd grade s~cial studies) in places
such as India.
As far as I know, they generally
only believe that one can be reincarnated as another life form. If
you 're bad, you return as a rat or
cockroach. I wonder what decent people would return as?
Probably a palm tree or something.
But, suppose for the sake of
anticipating all sides of possibilities, that everyone is reincarnated, but not necessarily as
a living organism. There is one
item which I would definitely
not wish to be reincarnated as
under any circumstances. This
is rather gross, so normal people
may consider skipping to the
next paragraph. Abnormal
people, keep reading. The last
thing I would willingly return to .
earth as would be an anus. Yep,
an anus. For the biologically
illiterate, if you 're seated right

now, you are seated on your
anus. I'm trying not to gooffthe
vulgarity scale, so I'm not using
street language. We're all aware of
the common term(s) for the item
aforementioned.
How could one have any self-

you list, as your previous "experience", what you had been before
your present form ofa goat? The poor
goat would really feel like an ass.
What other unfortunate objects
could reincarnates become? Diapers,
underwear, athletic shoes, Kleenex
r.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;_i tissue, tampons, a cat litter box and

·

·-·

. . ' - • • a ser~::i:·who or what decides
%1,,~"
what form something will assume
in a future life. I imagine there's
some sort of celestial voting com-
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esteem if, in the next life, a goat, for
example, told his friends, "Yep, I
was an anus once. It wouldn't have
been all that bad, either, except that
the human_wasachili-lovinghomosexual male!!'' Some people I know
are actually anuses dis,wised as humans.
Let's go one step further. Suppose, as a means of gaining admission to some sort of goat club, a
resume had to be submitted. Or
suppose a resume was to be submitted at a goat's milk factory down the
road. If you- were the goat, would

all the good and bad deeds of an
individual or object, and then vote on
the future form the thing should be
reincarnated as:
"Would the Supreme Celestial
Reincarnation Voting Committee and
honorable members of the board
please convene at this juncture to
review the current and future status of
case identification number X34505467-pkl32451, assigned to twenty•
year-old Rodney Wright? All rise.
The highly honorable Galactic Guardian Oogark will dictate the deeds
culminated during the earthly tenure
ofthe said Wright."

"Aged 5, knocked sister down have three seconds to complete the
the steps. Aged 9, set sister's hair selection. If you finish before the
on fire. Aged 11, punctured holes time period is expired, please do
in father's condoms. Age 12, something worthwhile with your
rocked newborn baby brother too spare time, such as making someviolently in baby crib. Aged 13, thing terrible happen to someone on
threw cat out secood story win- earth. If there are any questions,
dow. Aged 17, put Ex-Lax in sub- please raise a tentacle and a Celesstitute teacher's coffee. Age 18, tial Assistant will help you with
threw snowball at nun. Age 19, your problem. Please begin your
shot same nun the moon. Nun selection now."
passes out.
"Mr. Wright, itappears that the
"Mr. Wright, after hearing the distinguished voting assemblage has
reading of your earthly accom- determined that it would be benefiplishments do you wish to add any cial to earthly society for you to
verbal remarks to the committee inhabit the earth in the lifeform of
a slug.
records?"
"But 1..."
You will be required to live in
"Thank you, Mr. Wright. . the yard or the residence of the
Would the Supreme Celestial Re- Robinson's on Grandview Avenue
incarnation Voting Committee in Portsmouth, Ohio. Please be adplease use their No. 2 pencils to vised that the Robinsons have a
select the proper lifeform to be twelve-year old son who likes sizissued to Mr. Wright in the next zling slow~moving insects such as
term on earth, to begin at O hun- snails, slugs and worms with magnifying glasses oo hot summer days.
dred hours?
In the event that you lead a happy,
Please select one and only one
circle, and please fill in the circle prosperous and righteous life asa slug,
completely with your pencil. If you will be awarded brownie points
you have no pencil, one will be whichmayormaynothelpyouduring
issued to you. Please keep your the rext Supreme CeJesrial Reincareyes and tentacles on your own nation Voting Committee Process.
paper, and there will be no discusThank you, and have a nice slugsion with your neighbors. You will gish life. Next case, please!"

Big Brother Strikes Again _ Did You Know???
ing the flag asked '' What about our
heritage?'' The students believed it
You're traveling through space was their right as Americans to
and time. You come to a door lead- display their
ing to another dimension. A dimen- pride in their
sion where Poison plays continu- region of the
ously, Dorito' s don't have those sharp U.S. viaaConcorners that get caught in your throat federate flag.
(that's for Angie Mowen, student of They believed
Dental Hygiene and the only female the forced .reI know who's watched Platoon 24 moval of. the
times), and life is just pretty dag- flag violated
gone interesting. You 're about to their Constitucrossover into... The Twilight Zornes. tional rights.
Welcome. This week, it may
They were exappear as if I'm a racist pig. That's actly right. The administration of
okay because I'm not trying to iin- M.S.U.hasdecidedthatoneperson's
press any of you.
heritage isn't as important as another
Recently, the administration of . person'sheritage.Inotherwords, white
Morehead State µniversity decided Southerners cannot be proud of their
to play Big Brother when they forced region because it may offend Blacks.
two students from the South to reOne M.S.U. student said if the
move a Confederate flag from their Confederate flag cannot be displayed,
dormitory window. The administra- then students should not be allowed to
tion stated the flag was insulting wear clothing with the letter "X" on
some of the other student's heritage. it.
In response, the students displayAs for my opinion on the whole
By Kevin Zornes

UC Copy Editor/Staff Writer

thing, I believe the flag and the letter
"X" are symbols. George Carlin,
philosopher and all around great guy,

said we should leave symbols to the
simple minded. I don't totally agree
with this. The letter "X" symboliz.es
Black pride in their heritage and in
Malcom X. I think this is fine and I
applaud them. They have the right to
wear it on anything they choose. ·
At the same time, the Confederate
flag symbolizes pride and admiration
for the Southern region of the United
States. Displaying a Confederate flag
doesn't mean you advocate slavery. It
means you're proud of where you're

--March 15, 1980 The Penobscot
Native Americans in Maine settle a
from. Even if it did mean the perclaim for land taken in a violation of
son with the flag was racist, you
the Indian Nonintercourse Act of
1790.
don't worry about the flag. The
--March 16, 1827 Freedom's
flag isn't racist. If's a piece of
Journal, the first newspaper for Africloth.
The M.S.U. administration · can Americans, begins publication.
--March 17, 1776 The British are
should be happy someone is talcing
forced to evacuate Boston after
pride for something in this country.
American forces occupy Dorcester
When things like thishawen, though,
Hieghts overlooking the city.
it makes you wonder what you 're
--March 18, 193 7 Two hundred
ninety-four students are killed in New
symbolizing when you display an
London, Texas, in the worst school
American flag.
fire in the United States.
To be a country based on free--March 19, 1831 During the first
dom, it sure is getting hard to be free
bank robbery in the United States,
these days. It seems to me the only
$245,000 is stolen from City Bank in
time you 're free is when you believe
New York.
what the current culture deems ap--March 20, 1987 The Federal
Government approves the use ofAZf,
propriate. I can't say "Black Guy"
the first drug to be used in the treatand "Oriental" any more without
ment of AIDS patients.
being told I 'rri lUleducated and racist.
--March 21, 1965 Dr. Martin
I woo't goanyfurther. lf:you've
Luther King, Jr. leads a civil rights
branded me a racist, you'd end up
march from Selma, Alabama, to
branding me a communist. I'm not a
Montgomery the State Capital.
communist, and I'm only as racist as
--March 22, 1972 The Twenty•
I'm made to be. I'm a hwnan, and I
Seventh Amendment is passed by
the Senate, prohibiting discriminatake pride in living... in The Twilight
tion based on sex.
Zornes.
--March 23, 1713 The Tuscarora
Indian War ends with the Native
Americans fleeing after the capture
of their fort in South Carolina.
--March 24, 1957 Forty people
are
killed
in a bliu.ard that strikes the
--Vauvenargues

No one is more liable to make mistakes than
the man .who acts. only on. re"f/ec.tion.
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News

By Bill Holmes
UC News Editor

Salameh arrested in
connection World
Trade Center bombing

(New York) Mohammed
Salameh was arrested Thursday 4 •
on charges that he planted the bomb
in the World :rrade Center, the towers are the world's second largest
building. Salameh is believed to be
working with an outside group; eitherthe Muslim Brotherhood or other
such organizations. The explosion
concurred with the two year anniversary of Operation Desert Storm.
Salameh was traced to his apartment in Jersey City, in a neighborhood of Middle Eastern and Philippine immigrants by a telephone
number left at a truck rental. Those
whoknewSalamehcalledhirngentle
and polite. A woman that lived next
to called him •'very nice, very polite, super polite."
Seven died in the explosion of a
car bomb placed in the parking garage below the I Io story World
Trade Center. The explosion also
injured over 500 people and forced
over 100,000employeesofthecen-~-• evacuate the facility. The blast
di a 200 foot by I 00 foot crater in
,1c ~round below the·buildings.
Seven groups claimed responsibility for the bombing. The Associated Press claimedthatone groupof
Croatian terrorists claimed responsibility 15 minutes before the blast.
As a response to the explosion
the Port Authorities of New York
and New Jersey up security for the
twin towers to 75 officers.

Unemployment down
due to increased parttime jobs

(Washington) The nation's unemployment rate fell to 7 percent in
February. Information from the labor department stated that unemployment fell 0.1 percentage from
January. The rise is attributed to jobs
in construction, retailing, and the
service sector.
.
Republicans who oppose
Clinton's plan to stimulate the
economy with $31 billion in
business tax credits and expenditures for public works state
that it would not aid the
economy. They say the
economy is moving within
cycles and needs no stimulus.
However, most the gains
were made in part-time employment, rather than full-time. Out
of 380,000 job increases in February, 348,000 were part-time
or'' partially unemployed work-

ers."

Russo-America summit to be held

(Washington) President Bill
Clinton pledges to meet the Russian
President Boris Yeltsin April 3-4 in
Vancouver, British Columbia.
The summit will be a two
meeting within the Canadian
province. Clinton said, '·'I don't
wanttomakeanysweepingcommitments, but I'm going there to
this meeting with the intention
of trying to more aggressively
engage the United States in the
economic and political re vitalization of Russia."
The United States government is wanting to ensure an
element of political and economic stability in Russia.
Yeltsin, who Clinton called ''a man
ofreal courage•', is vying for political control of his nation.

Serbs advance as U.S.
continues aid to Muslims
(T u z L A , BOs n ia

_
Herzegovina) As reports of the
Serbian offensive continues in the
areas not controlled by their forces.
the reports of the savagery of the
conflict continues. The Mustim popuIation still claims that the Serbian
forces are guilty of "ethnic cleam· " ' torture, and rape. The Serbs
mg
adamantly_deny the charges. However, Serb Bosnian command stated
that Muslims and Serbs "will not live
together.•• The Bosnians are ethically
Serbs and Croats that were converted
to Islam after the Turkish rule. The
United Nations has voted for a War
Crimes Commission to formed to investigate the conflict.
The United States, under the direction of President Bill Clinton, has
continued the airlift of supplies from
Germany to remote Muslim communitiesnearl.epaandCerska.Secretary
of State Cluistopher Warren briefed
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO)alliesinBrusselsonthemove
before the airlift began. British Prime
Minister John Major applauded the
move by the United States. Britain has
military personnel in Bosnia, which is
participating the land convoys tinder
the leadership of the United Nations.
The members of NATO while supporting the United State's action was
reluctanf to pledge assistance.
Theadrninistrationisquicktopoint
oii. that the airlifts are not a substitute
f~ the land convoys are more efficient. But, many of the convoys are
unabletoreachtheremoteareaswhere
many of the starving Mmlims are
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living. Vice-President Al Gore said
that the drop would be "small, but in
these isolated pocket's it's the only
way."
Friday, four U.S. C-130 cargo
planesdroppedalmost25tonsoffood

stuffs and 1,200 pounds of medical
supplies. According to locals leaders
six bundles were retrieved. Serbs have
continued to attack areas near the drop
sites.

US. troops dedines in
size in Somafaa

(Mogadishu)UnitedStates'numherofsoldiersarelessthanhalfthetotll
number of forces with Somalia. The
United ::,1ates is preparing to tum ov~r
control of the international operation to
theUnitedNation.s. TheSecretary-GeneraloftheU.N.BootrosBoutros-Ghali
has tentatively set May l for the tum
overofoperationsftomtheAmericans
to the U.N.
FonnerPresidentGeorgeBushhad
wanted the troops that he deployed
removed from Somalia by January 20,
PresidentClinton'sinauguralday.However, due to continued chaos in the
starving war-torn nation. the marines
have stayed.
Many in Somalia are protesting
American ixesence because they feel
that they are taking sides in the struggle
of power with the warlords. The U.S.
underthedirectionoftheU.N.hasbeen
confiscating weapons and arms in order to stop the violence. However,
rnanyclaimthatthisisthereonlyways
of defense.

Renewed violence in the
Occupied Territories:
Arab-Americans detained

(Jersulsalem) Violence in the
Occupied Territories increases.
Masked Palestinian gunmen killed a
Israeli debt collector in the Gaza.
Shortly after an Israeli truck driver
was bombarded by rocks and the
driver opened fire into the crowd
killin~ an elderly Palestinian.
As a rta:.•.!lt. 35,000 Palestinians

were not allowed entrance to Israel
to their jobs. Their are 750,000 Palestinians living in the Gaza Strip.
The Arab League has called for
the protection orPalestinians in the
Occupied Territories.
Meanwhile in the West
Bank the fourth ArabAmerican citizen was detainedbythelsraeli Defense
Forces. The Israeli's claim
that the individual has possible links with the Islamic
groupHamas. Officially the
name was not released by
the Israeli government, but
according to the Associated
Press, who obtained information, from Arab sources
his name was Anwar
Hamdan, 33.
Two aher Chicago area ArabAmericanshave been detained as well.
Israel claims that the two have been
delivering money between Hamas in
the Middle East and the United States
and Britain.

Christopher fails to
resurrect Arab-Israeli
peace talks

(Jerusalem) The United States
Secretary of State Warren Christopher had initiated a week long trip to
the Middle East to insure peace talks
among the Arabs, Palestinians, and
Israelis, which are scheduled for
April. The negotiators left the conference in December.
The problem arose when Israel
forced over 400 Palestinians into
exile in south Lebanon, approximately two months ago. South Lebanon is controlled by the Israeli Defense
Forces who have refused to allow the
Palestinians back into Lebanon. There
has been no solution to the conflict.
Israel's attempt to forge a settlement in the crisis, though accepted by
the U.S., has failed to gain support
among Arab states and the Palestinians.
It is currently unclear if the Arab
negotiators will return to the talks
because oflsraeli hostility. Israelclaims
it deported only those people who
were leading demonstrations and terrorist movements within the Occupied
Territories.
Cluistopher travel to Egypt, Jordan, Syria, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and
Israel. Thoughlittleprogress~made.

Hussein renews attacks

on Shi"ltes

(Bagdhad) President Saddam
Hussein of Iraq has laW1ched another
offensive against the Shi'ite Mwlims
in Southern Iraq. The offensive killed

hundreds of Shi'ites by artillery
bombardment.Themarshmakeshome
to over I 0,000 rebels and hundreds of
thousands of Shi'ite Muslims. The
Shi 'iterebelsaretryingtoforce Hussein
form power.
In the Gulf War the were responsible for attemixs to seize power from
insidethenation,alongwiththe Kurds.
The cease-fire between Iraq and the
coolition forces called for the end of
violent repression ofthe these peoples.
· OnejoumalistwithTheObserver,
a London newspaper, experienced the
offensive first hand with the Shi'ites
he spent ten days with in the marshes.
He said, "There is evidence of mass
graves in the marshes, which clearly
include the remains of children."
The Observer also reports that
Hussein is draining fresh water to the
area. Then he will poison the inhabitants with poisons and toxic waste.

Iran purchases Russian
submarines

(Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates) Iran purchased three Kilo-class
diesel-electric submarines from Rwsia in December. The vessels
could be used to strike at oil tankersleavingthe StraitsofHormuzwhich
allows access to the Persian Gw1.
Approximately 20 percent of all oil
shipped throughout the world comes
through the Straits.
Until recently, most of the Gulf
States relied on military superiority in
the areas of army and air force; naval
forces mually came last. Accordingto
Ian Ewart, an anti-submarine specialist, the GulfStates would have to build
their naval power for five years to
effectively fig)-i sutmarines.
The respective nations would have
to acquire not only naval power, but
also lay sonar lines in the Gulfto detect
submarines. The NA TO Alliance
members used this tactic in the North
Atlantic to detect Soviet submarines.
- Canada has already approved the
sales of Halifax-class frigates to Saudi
Arabia. These ships are technically
advanced vessels able to detect submarines.
Ewart added, "The Kilos are a
very distinct danger. They have the
capacity to wreak havoc with their
torpedoes and mines, as well as covert
coounando operations again.st coastal
oil installations."
·
Iran has denied any hostile intent
by purchasing the vessels from the
Russians. However, many inside and
outside of the Gulf region are fearing
Iran's military buildup.
So11rces: Associated Press. I Ierald-D ispatch, Ne't'' York times.
Reuters, USA Tod,~;·.
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SSU and Cable Companies Make Financial Aid Forms Easy
Going to college for the first
time is exciting, indeed, but as with
any new activity, with the excitement can come apprehension. The
transition from high school means
doing things more independently.
And for those who have been away
from school for some years, even the
application and registration process
can seem scary.
Staff at SSU work hard to make
those procedures as easy as possible
and to help students with the problems that invariably come with enrolling.
Now, thanks to the generosity of
Century Cable and Wamer Cable,
students in the area will get a new
kind of help with one of the most
complicated of college fonns--the
Federal Financial Aid Form.
According to Gene Wilson, Di-

Write for the
Chronicle

I
I

Public
Notice

The University Chronicle
-announces the dismissal of
Robert Gambill, Business
Manager, from the staff.
The position of Business
Manager has been given to
. Martin Poston, who will assume responsibilities for these
duties.
Gambill will no longer
representthe Chronicleinany
areas, including business.

pendent and dependent students.''
Distributing the tapes, or making
them available for student use, might
have prevented a problem were it
not for the generosity of Century
Cable and Wamer Cable. Both local
companies will air the tapes, each
four times, over local television
channels.
The program will be shown to
Century Cable's 18,000 customers
on Channel 9 and to WarnerCables's
2,600 homes on the Lucasville system on Channel 28. Both companies
will air the tapes on the second and
fourth Tuesdays of March and April-Century at 5:00 p.m. arKl apJX"Oximately 7:30 p.m. (before and after the
airing of Portsroouth City Council
meetings) an d Warner at 4:00 p.m.
and4:40p.m. "Fortheconvenience
of viewers the tapes for independent

and dependent students will air at
opposite times--The one for dependent will run at the earlier time
during March. and the later time
during April; conversely, the tapes
for independent students will run at
the later time during March and the
earlier time during April.
Wilson encourages students to
have their financial aid forms with
them as they watch so they can
complete them along with him. He
also welcomes calls to the Financial
Aid Office ifstudents have any questions left unresolved after reviewing
the tapes.
Paul Crabtree, Vice President of
Student Affairs at Shawnee State
praised both cable companies for their
cooperation and interest. "We are
trying something brand new", said
Crabtree, "by bringing the exper-

According to Bill Foley, System Manager of Century Cable,
"Century Cable wants to be a
good corporate citizen and this is
just another example of Century
caring about the community."
Mike Rector,Area Manager of
Warner Cable mirrors that sentiment whenhe says, "WarnerCable
is pleased to provide this opportunity for our customers as we try to
be good community citizens.''
Wilson also stated that he had
not heard of this initiative anywhere else and he imagines the
partnership between the cable companies and Shawnee State University will be a model for others.

The student chapter of the Soci- ferent CADD packages. Roger Diaety of Manufacturing Engineers at mond and Bill Penn, faculty memShawnee State University,held its bers of the CADD Departmj!nt,
second annual Computer Aided served as judges for the event. DiaDrafting and Design (CADD) com- mond, who is also the S.M.E. stupetition on Saturday, March 6. The dent advisor commented, ''It's a
competition was open to all students high-pressure contest. The assignment would normally take twice as
at the university.
Entrants were given one hour to long for our students to draw. Alcomplete an engineering drawing though speed was an important conusing the CADD software of their sideration in the contest, drawing
choice. Seventeen students partici- accuracy was the most significant
pated in the event, using three dif- item. Speed has little meaning if the

drawing is wrong.''
First place winners in the three
divisions include Christopher Dicus,
Tod Wiget, and Mike Majher. Scoring second and third respectively in
the AutoCAD division were Matt
FlaugherandDarcyClwnberlin. Other
entrant~ include Bryan Addis, Carma
Barch,Deborah Bowman, OladEaley,
Michelle Harper, Jirawat Jeamvigite,
Vincent Lim, Phillip Marcum, John
Penn, Donald Roberts, Christopher
Stump and Kelly Sullivan. Prizes were

awarded and all entrants received
canmemooitive T-shirts.
Dicus, Wiget and Majher will
represent Shawnee State at the
1993 Ohio Intercollegiate CADD
Shootout oo April 17. This contest
will be open to al colleges and
wriversities in Ohio and will also
be held at Shawnee State. Last
year Shyler Switzer represented
Shawnee State to bring home
third place in the state competition.

can also have your biography published in the anthology for another
$20.00. Cassettes featuring your
poem being read by some poet
you've never heard ofare also available. In other words, it's all about
money, not poetry.
When I received Carl's letter, I
was hurt. My first published poem
had been a fluke. Afterwards, I wrote
the National Library of Poetry and
withdrew my poem from their competition. I may not be the best poet,
but I did not want my work mixed
with people who have no idea what
poetry is.
Please tton 't think all publishers
are evil scum. The main ones to
watch out for are publishers who
give outlandish praise and who want

you to purchase something in order to get published. There are
plenty ofmarkets out there willing
to publish quality work without
charging one things. In fact; most
will pay you a small monetary
award or give you complementary
copies of the publication.
Poetry is a beautiful art and it
is truly a shame it is littered by
organizations such as the National
Library of Poetry. However, these
"Vanity Presses" only exist because we send them material. If we
carefully select our markets, we
can rid the art of these sharks.
Ifyou have any questions about
markets, call me at 355-2278 and
I'll help you find out if the market
is legitimate.

rector of Financial Aid at Shawnee
State, the number one reason why
students do not get jhe financial aid
award 1hey may deserve or do not get
their aid on time is because they have
failed to complete the forms correctly.
•'The Free Application for Federal Student Aid on which students
apply for Pell Grants and the Ohio
Instructional Grant application seem
intimidating to those applying for the
first time. And even the smallest error
like leaving one item blank can cause
a denial of aid,'' said Wilsoo.
Therefore, with the help of Pete
Duncan, DirectorofMedia ~cesat
Shawnee State, Wilson has produced
two video tapes with step by step
instructions on completing the federal
aid form. "We have produced two
tapes," said Wilson, "because the
formiscompleteddifferentlyforinde-
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S.M.E. Holds CADD Cor npetit:ion

By Kevin Zornes
UC Copy Editor/StatTWriter

Raise a Cool

tise of our Financial Aid Director
right into our students' homes. And
we have Century and Warner to

Fellow poets, there are hungry
sharks out in the waters of the publishing world. These money-hungry sharks, or Vanity Presses, hold
••contests'' regularly with the hopes
of trapping you, the poet, in their
jaws.
I recently came into contact with
one of these organizations. A friend
told me about "The National Library of Poetry", a group which
awards $12,000 in prizes each year.
I sent one of my poems into the
contest, with the hopes of having it
published in their anthology of poems.
A few weeks later, I got a reply
from the "Library" stating my
poem had been chosen as a semi-

Beware!
finalist in their contest and had also
been chosen to appear in their latest
anthology, Wind In The Ni~ht Sky.
Ofcourse, being.a novice poet, I was
ecstatic. After all my hard work, I
was finally a published poet.
During my excitement, I wrote
my friend Carl Heffley, editor of
FEELINGS magazine, to tell him of
my success. Being the experienced
poet and publisher he is, Carl quickly
wrote me back and explained the
"real" story.
Anyone who sends a poem into
the National Library of Poetry gets
published. The quality of the poem
does not matter. Everyone is published in the hopes that everyone
will purchase the anthology for the
unbelievable price of $49.95. You

GED Registration Continues=====
Registralion for Shawnee State
University's Spring Quarter GED
Preparatior. Program continues
through April 2. The program, which
featur.es C®rSescovering each area
'c

of the GED test, offers classes beginning on April 5.
.
The GED Preparation Program
at SSU is supported by the Private
Industry CounciVJob Trainini Part-

nership Act through the Community HwnanServicessupp<X'tSJOBSProAction Organization of S"cioto gram participmts as well.
County and is free to all inccmeTo register please contract Tim
eligible residents of Scioo, Coonty. Culver, Program Coordinator, in the
The Scioto County Deputment of Leaming Center or call 355-2298.
1
.

.
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DomesticViolence Strikes Home
By Rose Ann
Russell-Rosier
UC Features Editor
This past week, the G.RO.W.
(Generating Realistic Opportunities
for Women) program sponsored
Women's Awareness Week. It consisted of a series of lectures and
workshops with current women's
topics such as self-esteem building,
self-defense and self-help. The University Chronicle attended the lecture on domestic violence oil March
4. A quilt was displayed with the
names of women here in Scioto
County who were killed by a men

(husband, lover, boyfriend) who
supposedly loved them. It was very
sobering to see the names of actual
women who had died here in our
own ''hometown" as a result of
domestic violence.
During this meeting, a video
was presented regarding the two
major forms of domestic violence
(physical/emotional). This video
also touched on sexual stereotypes
we teach our children concerning
the treatment and respect toward
women.
Perhaps the greater publicized

of the two is physical abuse. While
a physical abuser will hit, shove, and
use excessive force to gain control
of a situation, an emotional abuser
thrives on "head games". Even
though emotional abuse.is oot as evident as a black eye, the pain inside the
victim is just as great Signs of an
emotional abuser are someone who
belittles your thoughts, ideas, friends,
and actions. He uses guilt, manipulation and humiliatioo·to obtain cootrol
over your life.
An abuser does not believe a true
relationship is builtoo trust and mutual

respect, but on control and power. He
willnotrecognizewcmenas iroividuals with their own opinioos, interests
and lives. Abusers see women as possessions, not worthy of his respect.
Any behavior which exhibits cootrol and leaves a women physically
and emotionally powerless is abuse.
These types of violence are not about
love, jealousy, or caring. They are
about the need to be in total control at
all times. The video showed 3Q abuser
can be anyone, male or female. It did
state that an abuser does not change;
they not ooly abuse the women they

deceive, but deceive themselves as
well.
If you or a friend is in an aoosive
relationship, seek help. By contacting Scioto County's Domestic Violence Task Force at 354-1010, you
can talk with a counselor. lhey will
gladly inform you of your opions
and irovide shelter if needed Also,
anyone interested in donating
women's and/er children's clothing,
or volunteering their time to the shelter can call the number above.
You owe it to yourself to be in
cootrol of yoor own life.

ByJ ay Arr Henderson
UC Assistant Editor
Monday,March l,Dr.JamesP.
Sterba of the University of Notre
Dame, gave a talk in the Flohr
· Lecture Hall to an audience made
up of Shawnee State faculty, students and the community. As are all
the Pixley Lectures, the talk was
free and open to the public.
Or. 5terha spoke on "Environmental Justice" and explored the
possibility ofcreating a moral stance
to guide us in dealing with nonhuman elements of the biosphere.
He began his lecture by distributing a handout which presented

centered, point of view contends
that man is the superior species and
therefore has the right to damage or
exploitanyotherspecies in anyway
he likes.
The non-antropmorphic point
ofviewwoulddenythatanyspecies
can be considered superior to any
other. Sterba obviously inclines to
the latter point of view.
He also believes that it is impossible to consider certain traits superior to others unless they are superior in the context in which they are
fwrul... While other species have
different traits, he argues, this does

Sterba pointed out that there is
little difference in the way anthropomorphic and non-anthropomorphic people view this question. It is
almost universally agreed that humans have the right to defend themselves and to work to fulfill their
basic needs, even when such fulfillment may infringe on the rights of
others, whether human or not.
In illustrating this principle, he
invited us to consider lifeboat cases,
where it may be necessary to sacrifice the individual for the survival of
the group. Similarly, it may sometimes be necessary to sacrifice the
basic needs of other species to preserve ourselves.
He also brought in some comments on the holism, showing that
the above cases are especially valid
from the holistic point of view.
Sterba then turned to the questions of animal liberation and environmental concerns. He pointed out
that most domestic fann animals
would be unable to survive in the
wild. He envisions a world where, if
the animal r!£hts activists have their
way, the only cows left on earth will
be in zoos.
Nevertheless,he says, we should
be aware that the most healthy act
we can perform for the environment
is to adopt a vegetarian diet. Sixtyfour per cent of all grain grown in
this country is used to feed animals.
Ittakesapproximatelytenpoundsof
grain to create one pound of animal
.flesh. Ninety per cent of the grain
fed to animals is "wasted." It is also
believed that animal flesh in large
amounts has a deleterious effect on

human health. Sterba believes that
85 per cent of all topsoil loss is due
to our supporting food animals on
growing land.
His most telling argument is
derived from his third principle, the
Principle of Disproportionality.
Even if humans are superior, he
asks, does that automatically give
tiw.-m the right to dominate, exploit
and destroy other species? He compares this to giving the right to the
winner of a foot race to kill the
losers.
•'Even if we consider humanity
the superior species--and there is no

computer breakdown, actually appeared atkr_the scheduled date of
the lecture (Sorry about that,
Folks!). Mr. Sterba is the .se@Dd
President of the American Philosophical Association to appear at
Shawnee State in two years. Because such speakers are in high
demand at college campuses all
over tht" nation. it is very unusm1
for a school ofany size to have one
such distinguished guest within five
years, let alone two. This is a coup
for Shawnee and the credit goes
largely to Dr. Kendall D'Aoorade
who was instrumental in ammging
these events.
This talk was part of the Pixley
Lecture Series and will feature, on
March 17,NedMcOennenofBowlingGreenwhowill speakoo ''Ulysses
and the Sirens Revisited," and, on
November 2, Robert Audi of the
University ofNebraska whose talk is
titled, ''Moral Issues: Pr~ts and
Problems for Moral Unification in a
Multi-cultural World."
The Pixley Lectures are funded
in part by a grant from the Pixley
Trust of the Scioto County Area
Foundation, and in part by the Ohio
Humanities Council, a state-based
agency ofthe National Endowments
for the Humanities, which makes
grants to non-profit organizations
in Ohio for public programs in the
Humanities.

Sterba Lecture Hit With Audience

the three basic principles he proposed to guide us in making decisions which affect the living environment.
A Principle of Human De-

fulR

Actions that defend oneself
and other human beings against
harmful aggression are permissible
even when they necessitate
killingorharminganimalsorplants.
A Principle of Human Prevcntion
Actions that .are necessary
for meeting one's basic needs or
the basic needs of other human
beings are permissible even
when they require sacrificing the
basic needs of animals and
plants.

...A.___ __..P. .r_,i
. o-c~i-P=le....__ __.o~f

Disproportionaljty
Actions that met nonbasic or
luxury needs of humans are
prohibited when they conflict with
the basic needs. of animals and
plants.
He then began to outline his
ideas by stating that whether we
look at the world from an anthropocentric or a non-anthropocentric
point of view, we reach similar
conclusions regarding the proper
treatm"nt of pliints and animals.
The anthropooentric,.or hunwh

not necessarily make them inferior

for, with human traits, they might
be worse off. As an example, he
asks us to imagine that the cheetah
be given human hands. While it
would now be able to manipulate its
environment in a way that seems
obviously advantageous to the advocates of human superiority, the
cheetah would be unable to run.
Without the ability to hunt or escape, it would not live long enough
to take advantage ofits new ability.
Such examples could be proposed
indefinitely and all point to the
same conclusion: that trait is most
valuable for a creature which gives
it the best chance of survival.
The test of a really good talk is
whether it leads you to think;
Sterba' s remarks led me to wonder
ifhuman-Ievel intelligence is a useful trait: It is difficult to imagine
any species gaining the ability to
actuallydestroyitselfentirelywithout first developing the degree of
intelligence required to create the
sortofweaponswithwhichwelive.
I know that's not original, but I
thinking.
Sterba then invited us to look at
the first principle listed on his handout and consider the way we treat
other speci~s in ·elation to the way
we treat DI.her h.WllillJ ~iFJ~-

Spring Breakers

PromoteourAoridaSpringBreak
packages. Earn MONEY and •
FREE trips. Organize SMALL or
LARGE groups. Call Campus
marketing. 800-423-5264

objective evidence for this--why

should our superiority give us the
moral right to harm the individuals
Sterba ended
ofother species'?"
his talk to thunderous applause.
The lecture was followed by a
question-and-answer period in
which several difficult questions
were fielded by Sterba. The depth
and number of questions demonstrated the concern felt in this community for the questions Sterba
raised.
There was a reception afterwards
and Sterba conducted alivelydiscussion with Shawnee President aive
Veri, Provost A.L. Addington and
others.
Although this was stated in a
previous column promoting Mr.
Sterba's talk, that column, due to a

·--------------------·
I

:I

I -~

I
I

Pizza Hu.t

:.nut.

Two medium specialty
pizzas--Pep. Lovers,
Supreme or Meat Lovers

,C~
-

99

1.
I Valid only at participating Pizzast
Hut restaurants.

I

when ordering.
One coupon per person per visit. Not valid with other discounts or coupons,
1/20 cent cash redemption value. 1984 Pizza Hut, Inc.

I

:I
I

I
I

I

I

I

·--------------------·
I

Portsmouth and New Boston Pizza Hut
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PhiTheta Kappa Holds Winter Induction

By Bill Holmes
UC News'Editor

Shawnee State's Alpha Theta
Sigma Chapter of Phi Theta Kappa
held their winter induction ceremonyat 7:30 P.M. onFebruary26,
1993. The ceremony was in the
Flohr Lecture Hall of the SSU Library.
The following students were inducted at the ceremony: Lori
Adams, Kathi Arnold, Shannon
Brady, Julie Barbee, Jo Ellen Bruch,
Le Anne Campbell, Mae Hughs,
Karrie Montgomery, David
Pemberton, Laura Saunders, Gregory Seythes, Heidi Shoemaker,
Lorita Sublett, Michella Vastine,
Lecia Wolf, Rebecca Meeker.
The ceremony was started by
Jeanie Syroney, co-advisor of the
honor fraternity and Coordinator of
Emergency Care Education Program. Syroney said, "We need to
strive for success," and recognized
the achievements ofthose inducted.
The PTK's guest speaker was
Dane Osborne, PT,M.Ed. Assistant
Professor of the Physical Therapy

I
I

Good Luck
Bill and Donna
Stability
Income Training
Merit Promotions
Benefits

Are these things important to you? If
so, the leading sales organization of a
Fortune Service 500Companyseelcs 2
individuals, M/F who are ready to
make a career decision with job satisfaction and financial security. If you're
of legal age, goal oriented, and ready
for a career opportunity, then call
Monday only 7-9 pm for a confidential appointment.
Chuck Marquess 353-1999

$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND

RESUME EXPERIENCE!!
Individuals and Student Organizations wanted, to promote
SPRING BREAK, call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs l-800-327-6013.

Program who gave the keynote address entitled, '' Challenges of Success.'' Osborne said, '' A college
education is a desired antecedent to
success." He said there were three
phases to a successful education and
career, which are: preparation, belief in your abilities, and practice.
Osborne added,' 'These may be your
keys to success."
Osborne reinforced the need for
preparation. He said, ''Being prepared is a necessity.'' He went on to
say that fear ofnervousness was part
of that process and through preparation, it can be overcome. Nervousness prepares the individual for their
duties, but it is a natural process and
most people who say they do not
have apprehension in speaking in
front of an audience are lying.
Osborne refers to an anecdote
about him speaking before a group
of people at a conference. He was
told that, due to an extended meeting, he had an additional half-anhour before he spoke. So he wandered to the back of the stage and

went through a white door into a
lighted room. Then he began to review his note cards to be better
prepared for the speech. After a
while a young lady entered the room
and asked ifhe was the Mr. Osborne
who would be speaking in a few
minutes. After he answered her, she
asked him if he was nervous. He
smiled and said no. She said: If you
are not nervous, why are you in the
women's restroom?
Osborne then turned his attention to self-confidence and .beliefin
oneself. He said that it was important to "believe in ourselves." He
pointed to the example of
Muhammad Ali who ''believed he
could not be defeated" and it was
parti~lly this belief that gave him
one of the best records in professional boxing.
Finally, Osborne told the audience that practice was essential in
gaining experience with one's talents. This is the time to tum theory
into practice. Osborne said, "Practice makes us better."

Osborne shared a story about
former British Prime Minister Winston Churchill on the subject ofpractice,. OnedayChurchill'sbutlerheard
him talking to himself in the bathtub. The gentleman asked Churchill
if there was anything wrong. The
Prime Minister answered, ''No, I
was just giving a speech before the
House of Commons."
Mark McCallister, a former
president of PTK, talked about the
history of PTK at SSU and the benefit of being in the organization. He
said, ''The character that is built is
worth its weight in gold.''
Mccallister added, "It changed me
because of others. We are never too
old to change our character."
McCallister stressed that the
leadership from within the organization has increased its status on
campus. PTK had donated $1,000 to
the SSU Library. Along with its
many other activities, it has aided
Shawnee.Hewentontosay, "PTK
has a greater opportunity to be part
of the University."

Sherri Thoroughman, SSU student, provided a vocal music presentation for the ceremony. She sang
"Wind Beneath My Wings" and
her original song, "Help Me Find
the Way."
PTK officers are President
Rhonda Debbs, Vice-President Sharon Wagner, Secretary Barbara Bratt,
and Treasurer Amy Riddle.
PTK would like to thank:
Betty Hodgden, Jeanie Syroney,
Jerry Ruby (Co-Advisers), active membership, Jenny Artrip, Pete
Duncan (Sound System), Mary
Gerwig, Chris Hartstein, Laurie
Hatton, Mark McCallister, Mark
Moore, Dane Osborne, SSU Print
Shop (program), and the University
Chronicle. Furthermore, they
wish to thank the following
businesses for donating food for the
reception afterwards: Bear's Den,
Big Bear, Kroger (Portsmouth location). PTK would like to give special thanks to "Student Senate for
their support during the past
year."

Three SSU Students to Attend Student Symposium

Three Shawnee State University
students will participate in the
Twenty-Fourth Annual Student
Symposium, hosted by the Center
For the Study of the Presidency. Joe
Harris, Bridget Pennington and Polly
Workman will spend four days in
the nation's capital with 500 other
students from across the nation.
The symposium, to be held
March 19-21, examines the role of
the U.S. Presidency. The theme is
Democracy in Transition, with concentration in the transition of the
presidency, the first sixty days of the
Clinton Administration and the new
organization of the Executive
Branch. Honorary Symposium CoChairpersons are Former Presidents
Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford, Jimmy
Carter and Ronald Reagan.
The highlights of the event include a dinner honoring President
Clinton with the President serving
as keynote speaker; and panel discussions concerning the two party
system, Congress and media rela-

The Bear's Den

the place for food at Shawnee State

Freshtastiks Salad Bar

and a full menu of soups, sandwiches,
hot lunches and snack items
Open 7:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m., Friday
11 a.m. - 4 p.m., Saturday

, In the Univ~rs,itY, Center

tions, economic, security, political
and social issues. Keynote speakers
include Joints Chief of Staff, General Colin Powell; President
ClintQn's Director of Communications, George Stephanopoulos;
Senator Robert Dole; David Gergen
of U.S. News & World Report; Andrea Mitchel of NBC; Ann Reilly
Dowd of Fortune and political analyst, Ed Rollins.
Joe Harris, a junior majoring in
Business Administration, is currently serving liis third term on the
SSU Student Senate. He is the Student Senate Secretary and chair of
the Student Senate Internal and Academic Affairs Committee. In the
past, Harris has sel'Ved as the Vice
President, delegate to the Ohio Student Association and has twice been
a finalist for the student position on
the SSU Board ofTrustees. Harris is
employed by the S~U University
Center administrativ~ office and is
the secretary of the Southern Ohio
Area Chapter of A Special Wish

ack To School Specia .

15.95 oil chan es ecial

Includes oil filter and up to five quarts of

oil, complete chassis lube
available at

Knlttel's BP Service Center

s.

-

Knitters Raclator &Air Condtlonmg Shup
2026 Robinson A venue

Knlttel''s Muffler &

Shop

~=======~=~

r----------•
µ0% SAVINGS:

II ONART
. . . . SUPPLIES
a~ • . .
II

:MajE?sticPaintCenter:

.

I 928 Gallia Street . I
t
. .
I
Open 8 - 5:30
I
I·•··•.·• •··
sat.8- s .
I . Phone 353-.7180 UC I

..

and Pairlee Pennington.
Polly Workman, a senior maJoring in Social Science with an Elementary Education certification, i~
currently serving her first term on
the SSU Senate. She is a member of
the Internal and Academic Affairs
committee and as the Student Senate Representative to the Student
Programming Board. Workman is
also a member of the Bear Hug
Award Selection and the Athletic
and Intramural committees. She i$
employed.by SHE Video of Portsmouth. Polly is a 1989 graduate of
Portsmouth High School nd the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Workman.

Remember
Earth Day is
April 22

Knittel's
Air Conditioning
and
Radiator Shop

-

eon,ltaradlatDrllld alrcandlllonlntllnk:ec111tw

$15.95 Oil Change Special

2026 Robinson Ave. 35-4-1230

100/4 discounJ on labor wil/r SSU ID

,
;... ......... ~;......;.;_
. . .................................................

2109 11th Street
Gallia & Waller Streets

10%diicowltonlaborwM-h~ID

...

Foundation. Harris is a 1990 graduate of Valley High School. He is the
son of Mr. Ronald C. Harris of
Minford, Ohio and Ms. Linda S.
Harris of Lucasville.
Bridget Pennington, a junior
majoring in Social Science with an
Elementary Education certification,
is currently serving her first term on
the senate. She is the secretary ofthe
Internal and Academic Affairs Committee and a member of the Bear
Hug Award Selection Committee. •
Pennington is a former member of
the SSU Singsations and choir. She
was recently crowned SSU's 1993
Homecoming Queen. Pennington is
the recipient of an SSU Academic
Excellence Scholarship. She is employed in the College of Engineering Technologies Administrative
Office and is a member of the gospel
group, Sound Advice. She attend
the Ohio Furnace Enterprise Baptist
Church and is a 1990 graduate of
Wheelersburg High School.
Pennington is the daughter of Rex

lncludn oil filter and up to S 9uarts
of oil and complete cfiani1 lube
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What Spring Reminds MeC>f
,.

By Tom Davis
UC Sports Editor

Every March, I listen to Marty
and Joe on WLW, the flagship of the
Cincinnati Reds. I get really excited
about the upcoming season when
Marty enthusiastically describes the
Red's strengths and strong points.
Every year though, my excitement
is curtailed because of a memory
that refills me with deep sadness.
In March of 1968, I was an Air
Force Sergeant stationed a Bien Hoa
Air Base in Vietnam. It was brought
to my attention that a small hamlet
about twelve miles southeast of the
base had a problem. Their school
had been ransacked and all of their
school books and equipment had
been burned. This was a clear message from the Viet Cong to the residents of the hamlet not to fraternize
with the Americans.
I approached my first sergeant
about the situation and he referred
me to a Captain Smith (yea, I know,
but that was his real rank and name.)
Captain Smith was in charge of
Community Actions and was very
interested in my suggestion about
helping the people of the hamlet to
repair their school and replace school
supplies.

The first visit to the school was
a nervous one. The place was a mess
and the people were peeking out of
or around objects. They were afraid
to come out and talk to us.
A group was formed from guys
I worked with and other volunteers.
We traveled out to the school three
to four days a week to work on the
school. Every day we worked, more
and more locals showed up to help.
After a week and a half, we had
about fifteen villagers and numerous children around. It took over
three months to finish our work.
It was during this time that I
became very good friends with a
ten-year-old Vietnamese boy. He
was very bright and spoke excellent
English. His name was hard to pronounce, so I called him Curt. I gave
him that name because he loved my
Curt Simmons baseball glove that I
purchased with my paper route
money when I was a kid.
During lunch breaks, we would
gather the kids together and play
kickball or baseball. Curt was always on my team and wanted to
always bat just in front of me.
I also received the Portsmouth
Times and, although a week late,

Curt and I always read the sports
page and followed the Reds through
Spring Training and the regular sea-

son.

Curt loved baseball and memorized all ofthe Reds player's names.
He would jump with joy when we
read that they won, but would be
depressed when they lost. He was a
natural. He took to baseball like a
fish to water. He wanted so badly to
come home with me and play Little
League Baseball. I also wanted him
to travel with me on a freedom bird
to the states.
Each one of the Air Force volunteers had letters sent to their home
newspapers asking for donations of
clothes, school supplies or monetary donations. We received four
large boxes of these items, a money
order, and some sports paraphernalia. In one ofthe boxes was a Cincinnati Reds T-shirt. I had also asked
my mother to send a Reds baseball
cap. I knew Curt would love both
items.
When I presented these gifts to
Curt, he was so excited he just about
broke my neck with a giant hug.
A couple of my friends and I
took the monetary donations to

Saigon and bought all of the books
that were on the teacher's had-tohave list. We had a big grand reopening on the first day of school.
The mess hall supplied 1bod, the
P.X. (Post Exchange) from Long
Bien supplied orange and grape soda.
We played a little baseball and
everyone was amazed at Curt' sability. He was the star of the day with
his fielding and hitting. I then expressed my wishes ofadopting Curt
andtakinghimhomewithme. Curt's
parents were dead and he was being
raised by his aunt and uncle who had
four kids themselves.
The base commander told me he
would do whatever he could to help.
Curt seemed to be in seventh heaven
with the idea of going to the states
and playing Little League Baseball.
I saw Curt a couple of times after
that. Then,aboutsevenweeksaflerthe
grand re-opening of the school, I got a
message from the first sergeant to
report to his office. I could tell something was wroog when I walked into
the office. He was very solemn and
seemed to have tears in his eyes.
He said, "Sergeant Davis, something terrible has happened at the
school. Captain Smith wants you to

come up to his office and he will
take you out there.'' I ran all the way
to Captain Smith's office. He was
waiting for me in a jeep.
We drove out to the school without saying a word to each other. I
knew we were expecting the worst.
The school had been bombed
and our makeshift ballfield was littered with little bodies. "Charlie"
had destroyed the school and executed the teachers and children. I
ran from body to body trying to find
Cwt. He wasn't amcng the dead and.
for a moment, I was a bit relieved.
I then started yelling for Curt and
ran towards the gropp ofshacks in the
hamlet. Before I could reach the first
hut, a Special Forces Sergeant yelled
at me. He was standing next to a dit.ch
that ran along the school. I went over
to the ditch.
A large pool of blood lay oo the
edge ofthe ditch and inside were little
bodies that had been dec.apitated. One
ofthe bodies had on a Reds T-shirt and
heldmyCurtSimmoo'sbaseballglove
to it's chest.
At this time every year, when
sp-ing training starts and I see Little
Leaguers playing basebalI, I think of
Curt.
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It's neither too early nor too late to think about. ..

CLASSIFIEDS, PERSONALS, BUY AND SELL ITEMS

$1 oo FOR 30 WORDS, PAYMENT IN ADVANCE
CALL 355-2278 OR MASSIE 411

YOUR NEXT STEP:
GRADUATE EDUCATION AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

UC presents the first 3:nnual
GRADUATE FORUM
Saturday, April 3, 1993
9:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Tangemai:i University Center

I

Information about our 147 master's programs and
90 doctoral/professional programs, financial aid, GRE,
MCAT, LSAT, GMAT testing; campus tours, library
tours, and free lunch/parking.
TO REGISTER CALL 1-800-546-2871
' .
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Want to Travel Free, Earn Cash
and Reswne Experience? Students
nad Organizations call College Tours
to join our team! We have 25 years
experience, great prices, hotels and
destinations. Call 1 (800) 9S9-4SUN.
Ad.
Attention singles!!Are you tired
of being alone? Looking for something different? Join The Singles Club.
Many activities for people looking for
new friends and those interested in fun
activities. Members range from 17-87
years old. More than 60 current members call KAREN AUSTIN at 614354-3211 ifno answer leave message.
Ad.
Donations to the Daniel Stewart
Fund are now being accepted at Star
Bank on Chillicothe Street. All contributions accepted. No amount is too
small. Thank You.
Acting class offered The Division
of Arts and Humanities is offering a
beginning acting class spring quarter.
Meets Tuesday and Thursday from 810 a.m. in Massie Auditoriwn. Sign up
now and bring a friend-hey, bring an
enel!}y--it'll be fun. Ad.
Looking for folks to play pick-up
games ofstreet hockey onrollerblades.
,Age and _expe~en~ ?~e~n•t 1!13!~r.

I love ud miss you all It's lonely
In Kentucky. If anyone wants a
friend or penpal Write me: Daniel
Stewart P.O. Box 1026, Evarts, Ky.
40828. All letters welcome. Ad.
Very sensitive white 21 year old
single mother with one child looking
for companionship. Prefer a response
from a mature male 25 to 35 that
enjoys movies, music ofthe 50 's, 60's,
70's and country music. Should enjoy
church, children and have a good sense
ofhwnor. Write to: 4405 Rose Valley
Rd. Portsmouth, Ohio 45662---Diane
Michelle. Ad.
Will type essays, term papers,
etc., $1.00 per page. Call 353-0354.
Ad.
Wolohan Lumber Is now hiring
for part-time summer help. Positions
include: Cashiers, Yardworkers, and
Stockworkers. Flexible schedules.
Apply at 415 Market St. Portsmouth,
Oh.45662. Equal Opportunity Employer. Ad.
NQW ls the time to brighten your
smile. Contact the friendly Dental Hygiene Clinic at 355-2241. Adult Teeth
Cleaning-- $5.00 SSU Students and
Employees - $3.00
Non-denominational Buble
Study. Monday's at 12:00 Noon
Founder's Room, University Center.
Students, Faculty, and StafTWelcome.

See1Jr:TonfE1znrirt-BtrsiMss~ -~itioie11-bV'--SSl:t"-C~t.lmistiy.
133 or call 355-2326. Ad.
Ad.
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I'm alive and well here in the
newsroom. I'm still happy that
I've found so much new music to
review and that I'm a week ahead
on reviews. A lotofmusic will be
out in March and much more is
expected in April.
Country music is making a big
showing, with several new country albums being released this
month. I'm hoping thatl 'II be able
to get hold of copies of each so
that I'll be able to teview them all
for you.
Those of you who don't like
country, don't start worrying that
my column isn't going to have
nothing else but country in it.
There are other kinds of music
coming out and I will be reviewing them.
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Don't get me wrong, Dream
Theater isn't a copy cat of the great
bands! They're all new with a style
and direction all their own.
Their current single, Pull Me
J.lruler, is taking the heavy metal
world by storm.
Dream Theater also shows a soft
but thoughtful side with the songs
Another Day. Surrounded, and Wait
for Sleep.
The tracks Take the Time, Learnin2 to Live, and Metropolis-Part I
(The Miracle and the Sleeper)
showcase huge amounts of talent
and skill in their playing, and music.
If you have been searching for
great symphonies of metal, search

I want to remind you that Freedom of Speech and ExpreS$ion is
what music is all about and some
people are trying to do things that
would jeopardize that freedom. Be
sure to read my article on theA.F.A.
and think about what could happen
to the music we listen to if people no more, because Dream Theater is
like the A.F.A. succeed in winning here.
support for their endeavors.
Stepping out ofthe mists from which
Surprise! It's a new album from
such bands as Pink Floyd, Led Zeppelin, Rush, and Queensryche came, EddieMurphytitledLove'sAlri2ht,
is the band Dream Theater and their and it's not what you might expect.
First, let's start with the fact that
new album, Ima~s and Words.
Be warned that this isn't an al- Eddie's vocals have greatly imbum for the weak of mind and soul. proved. His voice has the potential
The music and message is some- to become one of the better ones in
times more complex than that of R&B today.
Secondly, Eddie's skill as a
Pink Floyd and sometimes darker
writer shows with several good origithan that of Queensryche.

••••

Chronicle Staff Invades The Comedy
Connection

By Kevin Zornes
UC Copy Editor

On Thursday, March 11, the
Chronicle staff invaded the Comedy Connection at the Nellie Peck
Lounge. Three comedians were
featured, including Raleigh Cline
from Cleveland, Ohio.
Despite his youthful appearance, ,Cline's credentials are anything but amateur. He was featured on America's Funniest
People, where he performed his
impression of "that Encyclopedia Brittanica Kid." He has also
opened for Tommy Chong, of the
comedy duo Cheech and Chong.
Kline said he hasalwaysloved
comedy, and says his two favorite
comedians are Richard Pryor and
Steve Martin. He attended Miami
University in Oxford, Ohio, where
he first began to do comedy himself by making movies and writing comedy skits.
Kline's routine is based on
those everyday things we all encounter, such as driving, news,
girls, and "unfortunately, drinking." He admits he may stretch
the truth from time to time, but he
never lies. "I know comedians
who make jokes about their kids
ruid they don't even have any
kids,'' said Kline during an inter-

view with the Chronicle.
As for his hopes for the future,
Kline plans to work oo T.V. and in
the movies. "I need Dan Cortese's
job'', he said, speaking of the MTV

median. His stand-up would be a
definite hit in the college crowd,
which is why the Chronicle has
recommended him to Fred Chrisman, Director of Student Activi-

nals on this album.
sound ofthe track Muddy Water and
Eddie also pulled some strings the rockin' sound of the track Un:
to get a lot of guest appearances on · deri,:ound.
this album. The list reads like a
All in all, Rave On should be
who's who in music. These guests another hit maker for the Headhuntinclude Jon Bon Jovi, Garth Brooks, ers. •••112
Johnny Gill, Michael & Janet JackGrade Scale
Excellent - • • •• •
son, Paul McCartney, Elton John,
B.B. King, and Amy Grant, just to
Great - ••••
Good-••~
name a few.
Fair-••
Eddie also does a cover of a
Poor-•
Beatles song, Good Day. Sunshine
and a whalin' cover ofthe tune, Hey.
I would like to thank Tim
Shephard and Shephard 's Sound
Joe.
Overallthisisafun,happy,good- Works, 1003 Gallia ST..for providtime album, but it is serious music ing me with music for review. All
these albums and many more are
that everyone could enjoy.
available at Shephard 's.
2
Freedom of Speech and Expression is a very fragile freedom.
The Kentucky Headhunters are
Once you let someone or some
doin' it again with their new album group put any kind oflimit on what
Rave On. Once again the band had a can be done in art, music, movies
good time bringing you fun songs and TV, you will be giving them
like Just ask Fo'Lucy, Honky Tonk the start they need to take away our
fragile but Oh So Precious FreeWalkin', and Freedom Stomp.
The also bring in a darker sound dom.
Stand against people who are
with the track Dizzie Miss Daisy.
Also on this album is the song trying to infringe on our First
Dixiefried and a rockin' version of Amendment Right.
Stand up for America and all it
Blue Moon of Kentucky.
Another little surprise is the blues stands for.

Concerts

By Philip Thieken
UC Entertainment Editor

The University Chronicle is attempting to place itselfon regular mailing
lists for concert tours in the Tri-State area. We are hoping that we will be
able to keep you informed of who will be playing, where and when. Also,
we want to let you know how much tickets are and where you can get them.
We currently receive a list from Bogart's in Cincinnati and we will keep
you posted on who will be performing there.
So keep an eye out in the paper for those concert listings. We' II get them
to you as soon as we can.

9!l., BOGART'S
Q!l!I

comedian who hosts MTV Sports
and does those Burger King commercials.
When asked what separates him
from other comedians, he says he's
an optimist about comedy. He
thinks the entire lifestyle is amazing. As for his dislikes, Kline says,
in comedy, "no matter how good
you are, it still matters who you
know."
Kline is definitely a rising co-

ties.
Kline's personality quickly relates him to the audience and his
comedic genius keeps them laughing.
The comedians for next week's
Comedy Connection are Bill King
from Gaithersburg, Maryland and
Jeff Shaw from Cleveland, Ohio.
The Chronicle would like to thank
JeffAlbrechtand the Nellie Peckin the
Ramada Inn fer p-oviding the tickets.

Fri-Mar 12
Sat-Mar 13
Slln-Mar 14
TlluF-Mar 11
Fri-Mlrl9

Sat-lllr 20
_Sun-Mar21

SCHOOL IJ FISH

-

SOUl ASYLIN w/Goo Goo Dolls I Vic Cbestm1t
HENRY ROUJII - SPCIIEII WORO TOOR
CNIIIBM. CGIPSE wUnlusllld I Epideniic
THE GUESS WHO.,__
J(fffff WINTER
BUDOYGUY

!!II!!

7:lOpa
7:JOpa

7:GOpa
7:30pll
7:30pll
7:JOpa
7:00pa

TM

$5.7W.75
Sl175114.75
$10.G6'11M ·
$7.M.75
S9.01'10M
$12.M3.75
$12.7511175

. _ TICKE'l'MASTER, BOGART'S • .,,._513-749--1949,.,.,. _ _ ., __
24-Hour Ewn111n1: 513-281-8400
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Todt ScholarshipAnno~nced
One year ago, February 28, travel expenses of the family as and other friends of David and Patsy
Todt created, through the Church, the
Courtney Todt, who won the hearts well."
To ease these expenses, Charles CourtneyTodtLungTransplantFund,
of many Scioto Countians, passed
away. Courtney, a victim of cystic
fibrosis, underwent a lung transI
plant in Pittsburgh and the people of
our area followed her progress,
through the media, each and every
day. Whetherornottheypersonally
knew the Todt family, people rallied around and raised funds for
them and their very special daughter when the transplant became
Courtney's only hope for life.
According to Joanne Charles a
close family friend and a member,
along with the Todt's, of Wesley
United Methodist Church, the expenses that go along with surgery
like a lung transplant are tremendous. "It's not just the surgery,"
said Charles. "It's the months of
L to R Dr. A. L. Addington, Bob ParnellCommittee Member, .Joanne Charles-Trearecuperation that require motel and
s urer, .John Putnam-President.

Piketon High School Visits
the University Chronicle

ofthe Page maker 4.0 software program to show how

stories arc placed on the master copy before taking

them to print.
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Continued from page 1

Photo by April Sargent

and the donations came in by the
dozens.
"David and Patsy and their
children are a special family,"
said Charles, " and people responded to their need in a way
we would never have expected."
Friends and colleagues of
David, an associate professor at
SSU and Patsy, a teacher at
Jenkins Elementary School,
raised money through a number
of fund raisers and outright donations. Unfortunately though,
these funds were not spent as
they were intended because
Courtney's life was cut short by
an infection she contracted after
her surgery.
But the mooey left will not go
unspent Instead it will become a
living memorial to Courntey be-

cause the canmittee has 'Chosen to
create a scholarship in her oona-.
''This will be a living memorial to
a brave aoo wonderful little girl," said
Charles "because as an enck>wment,
through the Shawnee State University
Developnent Foundatioo, the scholarship will be in place forever."
"Countless youngpeq,le will earn an
educati'l!_~hen they've reached collegeageffiarikstothisaward," Oiarles
ackied.
The committee presented A. L.
Addington, Provost of SSU, a check
ftT $25,000 to endow the scholarship.
And they welcome additional •donations in memory of Courtney or in
memcxytThcn<.xofthe<bos' choice.
Donations should be made payable to the Shawnee State University Development Foundation and
mailed to the university at 940 Second Street, Portsmouth, Ohio 45662.

Holy Weelc

I Love You
Randy a -n d
Robby!!!

LENTEN LUNCHEON SERIES
Apri.1 5 through 9, 1993

noon to

12,BB

Recently, a group of students from the Piketon High School, along with
their advisor Beverly Murphy, toured the University Chronicle newsroom
to get some
idea of how a
university
newspaper is
put together.
The
high
school's newspaper is called
What's
Happenin '?
and has a staff
of about 15.
Their editor is
Megru-1 Bonkn. ~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~=-
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Drug Problem?
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removed are replaced in cities.
thropic aoo service tTganizations, busiconsciences of a new generation.
Kidd believes in the enviro~- ness, chikfren, educators, aoo citizens
TheAFTPwasstartedbyDavid mental benefit of trees. "Trees are of the county and state.
Kidd who loved the natural beauty the vacuum cleaners of the environAFTP is wtTking to implement the
of the woodlands of Ohio and ment," he writes. "Every single leaf wishes of Ohio Governor George
wanted the woodland .preserved. is sucking in dirty air and breathing Voinovich in his TreeSource Project
Ohio has lost 25-30 billion trees in outcleanerair."Theorganizatioohopes that the Ohio Department of Natural
200 years. In the l 790's, Ohio was to plant over a billion trees across the Resources' Division of Forestry is un96 percent forest and by 1900 only nation.
dertaking. TreeSource wants current
12 percent of Ohio was woodland.
The AFTP program was based on levels of tree planting to increase per
Currently, 30 percent of Ohio is Kidd's initial program called the Stark annum from 10,900,000 to 15,000,000
comprised of forest land
Free Tree Program, in Stark Coonty, in the year 1995.
Urban centers have not fared Ohio. The project that was started in
The AFTP is expecting two million
better in the figures as well. Only April 1989 has planted over. 826,000 volunteers to plant two millioo trees in
· · · · ·· · · ·· · ·· · - · · '• · _..Airi-·~l9.93~.a,,.the
·
__ · - · .. £ · · ihafdie.aad.'or
__ ______ ~f-~)Y'.:f{fl~rs~~-~
)"eftJ"'

numbers are expected to double.
The trees are distributed 25
percent to students, 50 percent to
individuals and community groups
(churches, civic and service organizations, etc.), IO percent to state and
public agencies and canmunities,
aoo I5percenttothegeneraIJXlblic
in scheduled areas and times. The
. advance orders, those except
wntten
for 100 or more, account for 85
percent of the m:lers. Non-advance
orders, those for less than 100 trees,
represent 15 percent of the distributiorr.Ohit1'mt1e. .

You are not alone.

Narcotics
Anonymous
MEETING DATES AND TIMES

Portsmouth, 734 8th St.,
Monday, 7 p.m.,
ThUTSWlY,
A-- 6
p.m.,
Saturday, 7 p.m.
Ironton, Christ Episcopal
Church, Fifth and Park
&

•

• . . _..
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CLARK MEMORIAL LIBRARY
SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY
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Student Senate Discusses. Education Funding
By Bill Holmes
UC News Editor

Budget and Management and GovThe primary topic for the discus- ernor Voinovich's office L'llplied a
sion at this week's Student Senate new system and paradigm for higher
meeting was the education budget education in the years to come.
The following is taken from those
for Ohio. Vice-President Dennis
Valentine, Chairman of the Local, documents received by Valentine:
'' After sustaining several cuts in
State and National Affairs Committee, stated, '' It looks good for higher the past two years, and experiencing
a self-evaluation that focused
education this year."
He added, ''Financial .Aid has everyone's attention to the future,
got a four percent r ~ r the fiscal Ohio's system ofhigher education is
year I 994en".&II ft~ year 1995." ready for stability and reform." The
. In the fiscal year 1994, colleges statement continues, ''The overall
and other educational institutions Board of Regent's GRF appropriawill receive $1,799,300. That tion in the Voinovich Executive
amount will then be increased to Budget represents an increase of
$1,908,800 in the fiscal year 1995.., $312 million (9.3%) over the FY
Twelve percent of the State budget [fiscal year] 92/93 Budget. Total FY
will go to financial aid to colleges 94/95 appropriations equal $3.6
and other forms ofhigher education. million.''
The document covers five points
Information that Valentine received from the Ohio's Office of on the division of funding to Ohio's

higher education institutions. These
are instruction subsidies, student financial aid, tuition cap, change initiatives, and library collaboration
for FY 94/95.
The instructional subsidy will
amount to $2.5 billion. The plan
''provides a nearly six percent increase in funding for the instructional subsidy in FY 94 and over a
five percent increase in FY 95. This
level is sufficient to fund enrollment
growth, cover inflation, and ensure
that all colleges and universities receive at least a two percent increase
of 3.5 percent in their subsidy in FY
94, even if their enrollments remain
flat or decline."
Student financial aid will comprise $ 198.7 million. "In FY 94,
financial aid awards from Ohio Instructional Grants (OIG) will be in-

creased by four percent for eligib1e
students attending public, private,
and propriety institutions for higher
education. Grants will be increased
by another four percent in FY 95.
Fundingforthe War Orphan's Scholarship Program will be increased
twelve percent in FY 94 and ten
percent in FY 95." Student Choice
Grants "received an inflationary
increase of3.5 percent each year of
the biennium.''
The tuition cap will be established at four percent biennium. The
plan quotes prior increases of over
seven percent in each of the last two
years.
Also mentioned in the plan are
challenge initiatives which amount
to $23.8 million ro/research and
work force training. Also, $5. 9 million will go to university libraries

for the constructiorr of three warehousesandforsupportofOhioLINK.
Valentine also announced the
selection of the student members on
theOhioStudentAssociation(OSA)
Referendum Committee. Barbar.a
Bratt and Jeff Dire was selected for
the positions.
The Student Senate has been
sponsoring a drive to allocate one
dollar of student's general fees to
coverthehiringofa lobbyistfc:rOhio's
students in the Ohio Assembly. This
lobbyist will wooc as an advocate for
the stooent's needs in the legislature.
All thirteen state universities are participating in the referendum that will
decide if the institutioos will allocate
the fee. President David Jenkim, Bill
Dillon and Valentine have all been
active on the Senate's drive fer the
success of the referendum.

Student Senate Discusses Part-Time Student Employees====
Reti rinK Senator Brent Arn is Honored

By BUI Holmes
UC News Editor

In the Student Senate meeting
held Wednesday 10, at 7:00pm the
items of changes in student employment,
t h e
award
for the
SSU/
Morehe ad
blood
drive,
com1!;;=~~~~;;;;~ munity
i n -

volvement, and the retirement of
Senator Brent Am was discussed.
According to Joe Harris, Internal and Academic Affairs Committee, SSU President, Dr. Clive Veri
stated that he wanted some changes

Whenaskedatthemeetingabout
hour along." That was the Senate's
in the proposal drafted by the com- desire originally last year.
job leads, Am said, "I've got some
mittee for student employment.
The Senate approved a sugges- • leads." Am told the Chronicle, "I
Harris said, "I was shocked that he tion by Harris that called for a two- would like to find a job in the Portsmade the changes that he [Veri] did. . day consecutive election, rather than mouth Area, in order to build my
Though the changes really benefit a single day. The Senate agreed that business experience.'' He added
the students."
it allow greater student participa- after staying for a few years he
On of the change$ was Veri tion in voting. The election will be would like to move to Lexington,
wanted stQdents who work in stu- set for the next to last Wednesday Kentucky, or Cincinnati, Ohio. Am
dent employment program to be full- and Thursday in April. The student said, "My experience here at SSU
time for the fall, winter, and spring who wishes to run for the Senate has has been a positive one. I have seen
quarters.
seven academic days at the begin- this institution grow immensely, and
Summer is the exception with ning of spring quarter.
I hope it continues to grow at the
only one credit hour needed to be
In other business Senator Brent same rate. I would like to encourage
taken. The summer regulation Har- Am was recognized for service to students to get involved in the deciris said is due to Social Security the Senate during his tenure at SSU. sions that govern this university.
regulations. He stated, ''That is the He was presented a plaque that hon- This means taking part in student
Social Security law, not the ored his loyalty to the Senate. He is government and being aware of deUniversity's.''
retiring due to graduation at the end cisions made by the administration.
Most other state universities set ofthe quarter. Am has served on the I would like to thank everyone who
the number of hours at nine. How- Senate for two consecutive terms. has helped me along the way, and I
ever, Harris pointed out that the Am is a business administration want to wish everyone the best of
Senate "has been pushing for the 12 major.
luck."

SSU On The Grow Again======

Ground-malcingcemnooiesfcrthe
Physical Educatioo Link at Shawnee
State UniversitywereheldMarch I.
According to University Planner
DavidGleasoo, thecootracts on the new
facility are for 330 calendar days so he
expects canpletioo in January 1994.
The2.3 millioooollarlinkwillhouse
cwsrooms; a dance studio; new locker
rooms, faculty offices, and athletic directoroffices; anda5,000 sq. fuotmultipurpose room for Nautilus, cardio-~cular equipment, and free weights. It
promises 1o
the overcrowding that
students and Spoos Center guests experience now and to enhance the camJllS'
physical education and recreational

~-

A nwnber ofother capital projects
are "in the works" on the Shawnee

campus and Gle~ announced their
progress during Mooday' s reremonies.
The Foucault Pendulwn Project is
the next to begin with plans to put the
pendulum literallly "in full swing"
by the middle of May. A grant by
Aristech is largely respomible for the
pendulum which is sure to draw visitors to the Vern Riffe Advanced Technology Center.
The Greenhouse Project will begin
withinthenextsixweeks. ltawaitsooly
better weather and the removal of the
ex1eric:relevauootbeeagsideof'Mas.ge
Hall. The Greenhoose/Ecolo Center

is funded in iargeplrt withcbo'fulilk

and the SSU Development Foundation
is eager to ~n the newspace fc:r students and the community alike.
Coostruction oo the Second Street
project is currently at a standstill due to
weather. This pr(!ject will begin again
armmd March 15 and is scheduled to be
canpletedonDecember31, 1993.
Aoother project currently being
vertised for bid is Massie Pm n. This
oomtJuctioo,oothefirstandrourthfloors
of~ie Hall, will begin later in the
sinngandcontinuethroughDecember.
The renovation will result in a new
Leaming Center, an office suite for
the Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, and new computer labs,
physics labs, and faculty offices.

oo-

Have a Nice
Spring
Vacation
LOANS
MOST ITEMS
OFVALUE
JEWELRY
PISTOLS-GUNS
RADIOS-STEREOS
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
TYPEWRITERS
WATCHES

STATE LICENSED
PAWNBROKER

Fred Chrisman, Director of Student Activities, spoke about building maintenance and upkeep. He
said the student body was partially
responsible for the campus, because
it is theirs. Chrisman said, ''This is
your campu.<i and if you se~ a mess.
youshouldcleanitup. IfI see amess
I would clean up.''
Chrisman added, ''I would like
to thank the students who have done
an excelle11t job keeping the building [University Center] clean. I run
the building [University Center] with
your advice."
This was the last Student Senate
meeting for the quarter. The next
meeting will be held in the Spring
quarter at a special time. The meeting will be held on Friday, April 2 at
2:00 pm in the University Center.
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Complete Mechanical Work

AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
BRAKES
BATTERIES
l!lliiiil
ACCESSORIE
TUNE-UPS
UNDERCOATING

354-6494
353-5823
353-9205

Gallla& Waller Su. Portsmouth

Fundraiser

.

137 Gallia St.
B&B
Porbmouth
INC.
353-4250open 6 days a week

Looking for student
groups to sponsor us on
campus. Fast, easy, big ·
$$$S's Call (800) 592-2121
ext•.309.
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